
Coalfire Announces “CoalCast Podcast” on First Anniversary of Research and 
Development Team 

 

First podcast in the series available now on multiple platforms 
 

Westminster, CO – Feb. 1, 2019 – Coalfire, a provider of cybersecurity advisory and assessment services, 

today announced the launch of its new podcast, CoalCast. The monthly podcast will discuss general 

cybersecurity topics and current events targeted toward the InfoSec audience. It will also discuss 

security and penetration testing tradecraft, including in-depth discussions of tools, methodologies, 

attack strategies, tips and tricks, pitfalls and developments, as well as the adventures of experienced 

information security professionals. 

 

The podcast is hosted by Coalfire’s Security Consultant Logan Evans (@Sweetrollbandit) and Associate 

Nate Curry (@Clutchisback1). The first episode of the podcast explores the topic of phishing and is 

available now on the following platforms: 

• iTunes 

• Google Play  

• Stitcher  

• SoundCloud  

 

The second episode in the podcast will cover AMT and developments in the Coalfire Labs Research and 

Development (R&D) team. Coalfire Security Consultant Victor Teissler (@VTeissler) and Senior 

Researcher Bryce Bearchell (@soen_vanned) will be featured guests in the second episode. Coalfire 

plans to invite external guest speakers to share their insights in future episodes. 

 

Future topics in the podcast series will include: 

 

• Internal Network Testing 

• FedRAMP 

• Mobile Apps 

• Certifications 

• Other InfoSec Topics, to be announced 

 

This podcast was launched in conjunction with the one-year anniversary of the announcement of the 

Coalfire Labs R&D team, a group designed to advance the state of the cybersecurity industry through 

the development of tools, techniques and practices. Since formed, the Coalfire Labs R&D team has 

released five open source tools, two in-depth research reports, and 22 technical blogs, many of which 

have received broad attention in the media and technical communities. This podcast will add to the R&D 

team’s charter of sharing technical information by providing insights in a very informal format.  

 

About Coalfire 

https://www.coalfire.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/coalcast/id1450353902?mt=2&app=podcast
https://play.google.com/music/listen?u=0#/ps/Iux46ef7uxvqe3whbna76makppa
https://www.stitcher.com/s?fid=360306&refid=stpr
https://soundcloud.com/user-658488428/coalcast-s1e1-phishing
https://www.coalfire.com/News-and-Events/Press-Releases/Coalfire-Establishes-Labs-Research-and-Development
https://www.coalfire.com/News-and-Events/Press-Releases/Coalfire-Establishes-Labs-Research-and-Development
https://www.coalfire.com/Solutions/Coalfire-Labs/Research-and-Development
https://www.coalfire.com/Solutions/Coalfire-Labs/The-Coalfire-Labs-Blog


Coalfire is the trusted cybersecurity advisor that helps private and public-sector organizations avert 

threats, close gaps and effectively manage risk. By providing independent and tailored advice, 

assessments, technical testing and cyber engineering services, we help clients develop scalable 

programs that improve their security posture, achieve their business objectives and fuel their continued 

success. Coalfire has been a cybersecurity thought leader for more than 17 years and has offices 

throughout the United States and Europe.  

For more information, visit Coalfire.com.  
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